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Transfer point enclosure

Enclosure - BRUNITEC®  - Transfer Point Enclosure is
built from a number of standardised and prefabricated
components.

The enclosure sides, lids and backing plates for skirting
are made of aluminium-zinc coated steel sheet. Fixing
components are cast in aluminium or bronze for Eex
requirements. The enclosure can be supplied in stainless
steel for extremely corrosive environments or where
hygiene regulations demand that the system can be

cleaned by water.
As standard the enclosure sides are 2.4 m long. A

backing plate designed for the skirting system is bolted to
the side. Inside, there is an adjustable deflector or wear
plate, as standard these are made of aluminium-zinc
coated steel sheet but can be supplied in stainless steel or
other wear resistant materials.

Reduced dust and spillage from transfer
points - lower running cost
A large amount of spillage and dust from conveyor belts is
caused by transfer point enclosures that are too short and
too narrow. It results in dust leakage from skirtings and
openings. These problems not only lead to potential fire
and health risks but they also result in considerable costs
for cleaning up.

Brunitec Engineering has developed a standardised
solution for the loading zone of the conveyor. The system
guarantees enough volume for material and air, deflects
the material from skirtings and provides the best skirting
solutions. The enclosure system is adapted for good access
and ease of service.

Combined with the BRUNITEC® - Local Filter this will
give you problem free loading and transport in your
conveying system.

The deflector plates protect the skirtings from direct
material pressure and centre the material on the belt.

The lids are fastened by eccentric locks that allow easy
access for cleaning, inspection and adjusting of the
deflector plates.

The enclosure sections are bolted and clamped to the
conveyor frame by support legs with adjustable cast
fasteners.

Bolting is used instead of welding for all assembly and
installation. The downtime needed for installation is
extremely short.

The height of the enclosure is chosen from the standard
measurements according to the belt width and the trough
angle to achieve the correct volume. Belt speed, capacity
and material characteristics determine the length of the
enclosure.
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Skirtings

BRUNITEC® - Transfer Point Enclosure can be supplied
with two types of skirting.

Brush skirting - BRUNITEC®- Brush Skirting is suitable
for dry, fine and dusty materials. The skirting consists of a
brush strip, wrapped in rubber, fixed in a steel profile that
forms a very close and wear resistant labyrinth seal.

The brush skirting is mounted on the backing plate by
adjustable clamps. Brush skirtings can also be installed on
existing enclosures by welding on a special mounting plate
to which the backing plate fits. In many cases a deflector
plate is also needed to avoid direct material pressure to
the skirting.

Skirt clamp - BRUNITEC®- Skirt Clamps are completely
made of stainless steel. The rubber strip is kept in place by
the spring force and a T-bar. The clamp locks securely
without any moving parts or locking.

The rubber strip can be adjusted by lightly tapping it
towards the belt without opening the clamps. The T-bar
grips into the rubber and prevents the belt from lifting it
up.

Changing the rubber strip is quickly done by opening
the clamps, removing the worn rubber, sliding the new
strip in and locking. The clamps are mounted to the
backing plate by one bolt.

BRUNITEC®- Skirt Clamps can also be installed on
existing enclosures by welding a special mounting plate to
which the backing plate fits.

Completely enclosed conveyors -
The BRUNITEC®- System 2000 for totally enclosing
conveyors consists of a BRUNITEC®- Transfer Point
Enclosure with a BRUNITEC®- Local Filter, apron or sheet
steel covers and a BRUNITEC®- Spillage Handling system.
This provides a completely dust and spillage free
conveying system. It meets ATEX requirements regarding
risks for fire and dust explosions.


